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Summary

This paper presents a novel bioinformatics data warehouse software kit that integrates biological information from multiple public life science data sources into a local database management system. It stands out from other approaches by providing up-to-date integrated knowledge, platform and database independence as well as high usability and customization. This open source software can be used as a general infrastructure for integrative bioinformatics research and development. The advantages of the approach are realized by using a Java-based system architecture and object-relational mapping (ORM) technology. Finally, a practical application of the system is presented within the emerging area of medical bioinformatics to show the usefulness of the approach.

The BioDWH data warehouse software is available for the scientific community at http://sourceforge.net/projects/biodwh/.

1 Introduction

The volume of biological knowledge is increasing significantly. Determining the biological function of genes and understanding the interactions of metabolism has become a major challenge in the post-genomic era. Several software tools allow scientists to integrate complex metabolic networks that take place in the living cell. Various biological databases have been created to represent, analyze and gain deeper insights into the complex processes and interactions inside organisms. The latest Nucleic Acids Research database issue counts about 1,000 different molecular biology databases [1].

The importance of data integration in bioinformatics has been recognized for many years. Molecular biology research without analysis and data management is unthinkable. So, it is essential for scientists to access and analyze information from multiple heterogeneous data sources to meet their objectives. Therefore, the challenges of database integration are to combine diverse and multiple data and to bring them into a homogenous, consistent state.

For that purpose, BioDWH is introduced as a Java-based open source toolkit for building life science data warehouses using common relational database management systems such as MySQL, Oracle, and PostgreSQL. By using the object-relational mapping (ORM) technology based on Java Persistence API (JPA), it is no longer necessary to select the local database management system based on the restrictions of the integration software. In fact, most popular databases systems are supported by the JPA framework. Additionally, BioDWH provides a number of ready-to-use parsers to extract data from public life science data sources and to store the content in a data warehouse. This process is supported by an intuitive graphical user interface that reduces time and effort to a minimum.
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2 Related Works

The integration of life science data from heterogeneous, autonomous and distributed data sources is an important research field with special challenges regarding the large heterogeneity of the databases on the semantic and technical level. Existing systems are based on different data integration techniques, mainly text indexing systems (e.g., SRS), multi database and federated database systems (e.g., DiscoveryLink, CompareGRID), and data warehouses (e.g., Atlas, BioWarehouse, BioMart, Columba, Systomonas, ONDEX).

SRS [2] is based on local copies of each integrated data source that can be indexed by using a general description language (Icarus), which describes the structure of the data format of the source files. Recent versions of SRS also allow access to data held in relational databases. SRS has a web interface and is popular among biologists because it is relatively easy to use and was one of the first bioinformatics data access tools to offer a consistent and flexible interface. Various output formats are possible (HTML or ASCI text). One problem with the presentation of the results from SRS is the necessity to parse the outputs for further computer-based processing. The absence of any scheme integration limits SRS as a general data integration platform.

The DiscoveryLink [3] system was developed by IBM to access multiple heterogeneous data sources through single SQL queries. It is based on federated database techniques, so it requires the development of a global data schema. DiscoveryLink accesses its original data sources through wrappers and views. Read-only SQL is supported as a query language. The system is now part of IBM’s Websphere Information Integrator. It has been proposed as a platform for integrating life science data, but has not been used in the academic research community.

Data warehouses in bioinformatics can be roughly separated into two groups: general software infrastructures for further customization within new bioinformatics applications (e.g., ONDEX [4], Altas [5], BioWarehouse [6], BioMart [7]) and project-oriented data warehouse implementations for particular biological questions (e.g., Systomonas [8], Columba [9]). The choice of which integration solution is best depends on the nature of the application. Future developments will likely see hybrid solutions emerging as a pragmatic solution to this dilemma.

Data integration in life science is also supported by various interdisciplinary standardization and open source activities (e.g., BioRDF, BioJava, BioPerl, EMBOSS).

However, all these approaches have the disadvantage that they are time-consuming when installed locally or they are only available via the web. Additionally, most of them are restricted to an operating system such as Unix/Linux or to specific programming languages. Update strategies constitute another problem; the data is either old or the data warehouse has to be updated manually. Table 1 illustrates these main restrictions of current bioinformatics data warehouse projects. BioDWH intends to increase customization of the data warehouse concept with the advantages of better performance, scalability, up-to-dateness and data quality.

3 The BioDWH System

The system consists of several components that contribute to the data integration process in different ways. These single software components and their collective interaction enable the realization of the following main objectives of BioDWH.
Table 1: Comparison of four exemplary bioinformatics data warehouses. Main restrictions of these approaches are highlighted in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Atlas</th>
<th>BioWarehouse</th>
<th>Columbia</th>
<th>Systomonas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>Standard Research Inst.</td>
<td>HU Berlin, Germany</td>
<td>TU Braunschweig, Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University, Canada</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Supply of data and</td>
<td>Development of users</td>
<td>Data integration</td>
<td>Database about</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>software infrastructure</td>
<td>specific data warehouse</td>
<td>regarding protein</td>
<td>molecular networks in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>instances</td>
<td>structure and function</td>
<td>pseudomonads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integration</td>
<td>Close integration,</td>
<td>Close integration, ready-</td>
<td>Loose integration,</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>made relational schemas</td>
<td>made relational schemas</td>
<td>multi-dimensional data model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBMS</td>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>MySQL and Oracle</td>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Java, C++, Perl</td>
<td>Java, C</td>
<td>Python, Perl</td>
<td>PHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Software infrastructure</td>
<td>Software infrastructure</td>
<td>Web application</td>
<td>Web application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Time-consuming, local</td>
<td>Time-consuming, local</td>
<td>Only web browser</td>
<td>Only web browser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>installation</td>
<td>installation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web interface</td>
<td>Existing example, but</td>
<td>Example &quot;Public release&quot;</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Only Unix based</td>
<td>Only Linux based</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Manually</td>
<td>Manually</td>
<td>Old data</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License</td>
<td>Source code available</td>
<td>Source code available</td>
<td>Parser available on</td>
<td>Web application free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(GNU)</td>
<td>(Mozilla PL)</td>
<td>request, web application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Main Objectives

The main objective of this approach is to establish a general and flexible data warehouse infrastructure for biological and life science data that is independent from the underlying relational database management system (RDBMS). Configuration of the infrastructure and its tools is possible via Extensible Markup Language (XML), because it is human readable, well-formatted, easy to access and standardized.

Relational database systems are universalized and engrained, because of their flexibility and robustness. The consistent theoretical basis of the relational model makes it possible to protect and guarantee the integrity of data for relational databases. Several relational database management systems have advantages and disadvantages, so that the BioDWH infrastructure has to be independent from the underlying database management system. Consequently, a persistence layer is necessary to achieve this independence from the RDBMS.

Most integrated database systems and data warehouse approaches available are not up-to-date or must be manually updated (see Table 1). Hence, a monitoring utility is needed to keep the system up-to-date. The BioDWH architecture provides a monitoring component that observes multiple data sources, so that different update strategies are configurable. The monitor is configured using XML, too. The monitor component downloads the data from the original source and extracts the compressed data into a local directory. Afterwards, it is possible to automatically start the whole integration process for updating the data warehouse.

A logging mechanism watches the integration process and starts a simple recovery process, if necessary. This error recovery and logging algorithm guarantees a consistent state of the data warehouse. Finally, the data warehouse approach provides an easy-to-use graphical user interface for administration and configuration. The system architecture of BioDWH mainly follows the general data warehouse design. A schematic illustration is shown in Figure 1.
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3.2 Realization

BioDWH is implemented in Java and uses a relational database management system in its backend, e.g., Oracle or MySQL. It provides an easy-to-use Java application for parsing and loading the source data into the data warehouse. Several ready-to-use parsers for popular life science information systems are already available, such as: UniProt, KEGG, OMIM, GO, Enzyme, BRENDA, PDB, MINT, SCOP, EMBL-Bank, and PubChem. Furthermore, an XML-configurable monitor for data source updates is part of the system. For status requests to the data warehouse, we have developed a graphical user interface that works with every web browser.

A well-engineered, object-relational mapping tool called Hibernate was used as a persistence layer, which performs well and is independent from manufacturers like MySQL or Oracle. Additionally, the Hibernate framework fits perfectly into the Java-based infrastructure of the data warehouse. A Java interface and the object-relational mapping using Hibernate persistence or Java Persistence Architecture (JPA) constitute an easy plug-in architecture for integration of new parser.

This object-relational mapping (ORM) is an automated and transparent persistence method of Java application for tables in a relational database system, whereas a mapping between objects...
and metadata of the database is described. In principle, ORM works with reversible transformation of data from one representation into another. An ORM solution consists of four parts: first, an application programming interface (API) that executes simple CRUD (create, retrieve, update, delete) operations using objects of persistent classes; second, a programming language or API to formulate queries that depend on Java entity classes or properties of classes; third, a facility for mapping metadata; finally, techniques of an ORM implementation to handle interactions of dirty checking, lazy association fetching and other optimization functions of transactional objects.

There are different options for implementing ORM: straight relational, light object mapping, medium object mapping and full object mapping. Straight relational means the whole application, including the user interface, is designed based on the relational model and SQL based operations. It is possible to turn SQL in any direction, but there are major problems with portability and maintainability. However, this approach could be a good solution for huge applications. In most cases, these applications use stored procedures and shift tasks from the business layer to the database. Entities are represented as classes in the light object mapping approach. They are manually mapped to relational tables. Manual coded SQL is hidden from the application logic. This approach is very popular and works well for applications with a small number of entities. Medium object mapping applications are based on an object model. SQL statements will be compiled at runtime using framework code or will be generated by a code generator tool. Objects are linked via persistence layer and queries, which can be specified by an object-oriented language. Objects are cached by the persistence layer. The medium object mapping is usually used by mid-size applications that deal with complex transactions. Compatibility between different database brands is granted. Full object mapping supports elaborate object modeling for composition, inheritance, polymorphism and persistence by reachability. Transparent persistence is implemented by a persistence layer. Persistent classes have to implement a particular interface and can not inherent special classes. Lazy, eager and pre-fetching as well as caching strategies are implemented transparent in the application layer. Several open source and commercial Java ORM frameworks reach this level of quality.

The different features of BioDWH are usable by a graphical user interface. It enables the configuration of the monitor and parser for the different public life science data sources as well as the local database management system. A web-based user interface is under construction, using Java Servlets and JavaServer Pages (JSP). Accordingly, it is possible to administrate the entire infrastructure online using a common browser. Figure 2 shows details of the resulting XML-based configuration files. These specify various parameters to access and download the flatfiles from the original data sources, and control the extraction of the downloaded files for integration in the data warehouse afterwards.

4 An Application in Medical Bioinformatics

The BioDWH software infrastructure was already used successfully in several bioinformatics projects. To show the capability of this approach, an application case in the emerging research field of genotype-phenotype correlations will be presented in the following.

Gene mutations cause a number of common as well as rare inherited disorders. Collecting these genotypes along with their phenotypes is extremely important in biomedical research to
provide specific diagnosis tools and new therapeutic approaches. The RAMEDIS system [10] is a platform independent, web-based information system for inherited diseases on the basis of individual case reports. It was developed in close cooperation with clinical partners and collects information on rare metabolic diseases with extensive details, e.g., about occurring symptoms, laboratory findings, therapy and genetic data. RAMEDIS enables co-operative studies and is expected to lead to advances in epidemiology, combining molecular and clinical facts, and generating rules for therapeutic intervention and identification of new diseases. RAMEDIS is available at http://www.ramedis.de.

Based on the RAMEDIS information system, data integration was used to bring together clinical data from single case reports such as gene mutation, laboratory values and symptoms with biomedical information on involved genes, enzymes and biochemical pathways. Several databases are available that present considerable information of different aspects of metabolic pathways, such as ExPASy, MetaCyc, Reactome, PANTHER and KEGG, providing both an online map of metabolic pathways and the ability to focus on metabolic reactions in specific organisms. Some have focused more specifically on molecular functions, others on cellular function or on the integration of both levels of function. Several databases have been designed
to represent the function of a specific class of proteins in detail. Enzyme, BRENDA, and EMP describe enzymes; CSNDB and SPAD focus on signaling pathways; TRRD as a part of GeneExpress, Transfac, Transpath and RegulonDB deal with gene regulatory processes.

In order to take advantage of the potential of various valuable biology databases, it must be considered that bioinformatics is an inherently integrative discipline, requiring access to data from a wide range of sources. Consequently, the integration of several life science databases is necessary to provide information with a new level of quality. On the basis of the BioDWH infrastructure, a data integration process was performed to extract the valuable information from OMIM, KEGG, NCBI und ENZYME. Figure 3 shows the graphical user interface of RAEMDIS with the integrated information for a case report of the disorder Phenylketonuria (PKU). Complementary data on involved genes, enzymes and biochemical pathways is provided, depending on the specific case report.

5 Conclusion

Data integration in bioinformatics research is an urgent problem that primarily addresses the heterogeneity and increasing volume of information in life science databases. BioDWH is a Java-based open source toolkit for building life science data warehouses using common relational database management systems. Based on object-relational mapping technology, most relational database management systems can be used for local data storage. Additionally,
BioDWH provides a number of ready-to-use parsers to extract data from public life science data sources and to store the content in a data warehouse. Future development will include transformation methods to support user-driven schema integration and the development of plug-in mechanisms to use BioDWH in a broad range of biological applications.

BioDWH has already been used in the context of a medical bioinformatics project to integrate biomedical information with clinical data of rare metabolic diseases. This integrative approach enabled the assembly of a comprehensive view to valuable genotype-phenotype information.
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